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Mathematical modeling is both an important tool to professional engineers and instructional method in engineering

education. This paper reviews the literature around mathematical modeling activities in the undergraduate engineering

classroom. Twenty-seven journal articles were selected through a literature review process based on decided inclusion and

exclusion criteria. From there, multiple themes arose surrounding the topics of student strategies to mathematical

modeling, instructional implementation of mathematical modeling, and assessment of these activities. The result of the

study is a clearer picture of what is most effective in implementation of mathematical modeling methods, as well as the

effects of modeling activities on the learning of undergraduate engineering students. In addition, considerations around

assessment of mathematical modeling activities are discussed. This study also identifies gaps in the literature that need

bridged to obtain a holistic view of mathematical modeling activities and their true utility to the education of our

engineering workforce.
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1. Introduction

Analytical problem solving skills are core to both

engineering and engineering education [1]. More

specifically,mathematicalmodeling skills are critical

problem solving skills that engineers commonly use

in the workplace [2]. Given that mathematical mod-
eling requires students to solve difficult and often

ambiguous problems, the goal of this study is to

understand techniques both students and instructors

employ in mathematical modeling activities.

If the modeling process truly is fundamental to

the engineering toolbox, its instruction requires

evidence-based research in creating efficient learn-

ing experiences for engineering students, as well as
the effectiveness of those experiences on student

learning. Creating realistic learning experiences

that truly engage students in complex problem

solving, requires the integration of ideas and proce-

dures drawn from multiple disciplines [3]. This

process of designing complex problem-solving

experiences entails extending beyond the traditional

methods for teaching of engineering science and
design [4]. Thus, mathematical modeling, much

like engineering, is a cross-disciplinary exercise

that exceeds the scope of any one individual

course or field. Mathematical modeling may be a

useful tool for educators to address the wide variety

of education goals needed in the engineering class-

room as it can address many of the complex and ill-

defined systems required by engineers [5]. Hence,
the engineering field finds itself positioned to teach a

much broader knowledge base than ever before

using mathematical modeling techniques.

In addition to the adequacy of teaching mathe-

matical modeling concepts, however, is the fre-

quency by which mathematical modeling activities

are becoming critical pieces to the engineering edu-

cation classroom. Problems that are more realistic
and open-ended are showing up much more fre-

quently across all disciplines and levels within the

university [6]. Modeling problems are often situated

and benefit from being authentic and realistic open-

ended problems [4, 7]. If these problems and activ-

ities are showing up more commonly, students’

approach and learning as well as instructors’ assess-

ment of these materials are becoming important
criteria in determining the success of these exercises.

As seen previously, assessment of these activities

becomes more challenging given the broad scope of

many of these modeling problems. Because the

assessment becomes more broad, the more interpre-

tation is required from the instructor, which leads to

the instructor needing to give more open-ended

feedback or inquisitive feedback to students [8]. By
nature, open-ended problems, such as modeling

problems, require interpretation of the student solu-

tion because of the infinite responses on which a

student could land. This creates multiple implica-

tions, thebiggest ofwhich is that in someopen-ended

problems theremay be a high degree of variability in

assessment of these exercises. In turn, one can then

ask the question as to how instructors should appro-
priately assess these activities that are both feasible
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from an instructional level, and constructive to the

overall learning of the engineering student.

The above topics lead to two questions of which

the engineering education community needs

answered. Given that mathematical modeling is

important to both education and professional prac-
tice, and the frequency by which we see these

activities is on the rise, an understanding of how

both instructors and students interact with these

mathematical modeling activities would prove ben-

eficial. In addition, because of the nature of these

problems as open-ended constructs, understanding

how instructors can better assess these modeling

activities is important to avoiding the subjective
nature of grading that can result. Considering

these ideas, this paper synthesizes research through

a literature review on the use of mathematical

modeling in the engineering classroom. Our goal

was to find out how mathematical modeling differ-

entiates learning in the undergraduate engineering

classroom, the strategies tomodeling usedby under-

graduate engineering students, and assessment of
student solutions to mathematical modeling pro-

blems. The review lends itself to help educators

better use these tools at the undergraduate level so

that schools and universities produce engineers that

are more capable of solving complex and open-

ended problems with the important engineering

practice of mathematical modeling.

2. Scope and Research Questions

The first part of a literature review identifies scope

and research questions that will be investigated

throughout the process of the review [9]. The

research questions for this paper were:

(1) What strategies do students use when solving

mathematical modeling problems?

(2) How can mathematical modeling activities be

structured to promote learning in the under-

graduate engineering classroom?
(3) What techniques do instructors use for asses-

sing the work from these open-ended modeling

problems?

From the research questions, there were limits that

clearly defined what the entirety of the scope would

be for the review. The first shows that the review

should focus on the learning process associatedwith

mathematical modeling and modeling activities. In

addition, question one limited the scope to the

undergraduate engineering classrooms, giving a
clear population for the articles selected to address.

Questions two and three limited the scope to aspects

involved in the processes of learning and teaching,

focusing on pedagogy and assessment of the process

in question. It is important to note that there are

many types of modeling outside of mathematical

modeling itself. For this review,mathematical mod-

eling was defined as mathematical representation of

physical phenomena [10]. This stands apart from

physical modeling, conceptual modeling, as well as

other types of engineering modeling. Albeit that
these skills are important to the engineering curri-

culum, the scope of the research questions above is

limited to only mathematical modeling activities.

However, these activities can be carried out in a host

of different formats and it is not the purpose of this

paper to limit the format by which these activities

can manifest.

3. Methods

This paper uses elements of a systematic review such

as; (1) identifying scope and research questions, (2)

defining inclusion and exclusion criteria, and (3)

finding and cataloging sources from databases and

from applied inclusion and exclusion criteria [9].

Given that the scope and research questions are

listed above, this section sets out to look at the
inclusion and exclusion criteria, the finding and the

cataloging of the sources, and the selecting of the

final set of papers to be reviewed.

3.1 Keywords

The keywords used for the review were pulled

directly from the research questions listed pre-
viously. Table 1 outlines each of the keywords

used, along with justification as well as synonyms

used throughout the search process.

Some of the synonyms listed in Table 1 are not

exact synonyms for the keyword but were used in

the context of such in the search strings. ‘‘MEA’’ or

‘‘model-eliciting activity’’ was used as a synonym in

place formathematicalmodeling. It has been shown
in previous research that model-eliciting activities

can be used as an appropriate method to bring

mathematical modeling into the engineering class-

room [4, 11]. Because of the prominence of the word

in the engineering field, it was important to bring the

term into the context of this review. In addition,

words such as college and first-year are not direct

synonyms for the central keyword ‘‘undergradu-
ate’’, however given the frequency by which these

terms were seen by the authors in initial searches

they were added as synonyms to ensure quality of

results from the selected databases.

3.2 Databases

For the literature review process, selection of

databases was taken to ensure that adequate

breadth of search was included, but elimination

of unnecessary information was also considered in

the search. For literature reviews, the primary
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source of literature should be subject specific
databases [9]. Because the research topic included

both education aspects as well as engineering

aspects, both engineering and education subject

specific databases were used for the search. Three

search engines were identified for the purposes of

this review. (1) ERIC: Education Resource Informa-

tion Center, which is provided by the Institute of

Education Sciences, produced many articles that
were relevant to the use of modeling in the engi-

neering classroom. (2) Education Source, provided

additional education journals that were not

included in the other education databases. There

were some duplicates between database (1) and (2),

however they each provided enough unique articles

that both were important to consider for the

purposes of this review of the literature. And finally
(3) Compendex was included as it gave many

studies from noneducation researchers in the engi-

neering field. Given the interdisciplinary aspects of
the field of engineering education, the results

showed that there were many engineering educa-

tion studies that were published in more traditional

engineering journals, and Compendex could cap-

ture many of these studies, whereas the two educa-

tion focused search engines could not.

3.3 Search Strings

Search strings were finalized after multiple itera-
tions. Table 2 lists the exact search strings used

throughout the process to generate the results

obtained. It is important to note that each mention

of a keyword includes not only itself, but all

synonyms as well. The search structure was as

follows:

(1) Search the title for the keyword ‘‘mathematical

modeling.’’
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Table 1. The keywords, synonyms, and the relevance of the keywords to the research questions

Keyword Relation to research questions Synonyms

Mathematical Modeling Related to all three research questions as the central investigation
of the paper is the effects of mathematical modeling on the
undergraduate engineering education.

Modeling, MEA, MEAs,
model-eliciting activities,
model-eliciting activity, model-
development

Education The scope of the research questions is limiting to the uses of
mathematical modeling in educational undergraduate spaces.

–

Engineering The scope of the research questions is limiting to the uses of
mathematical modeling by engineering students.

–

Undergraduate The population relating to the research questions is limited to
undergraduate engineering students.

College
First-year

Table 2. Exact search strings and options used for each database

Database Search String Additional Options

ERIC title:(‘‘Mathematical Modeling’’ or ‘‘Modeling’’ or ‘‘mea’’ or
‘‘Model-eliciting activities’’ OR ‘‘meas’’ OR ‘‘Model-eliciting
activity’’ or ‘‘Model-development’’) and (title:(‘‘Education’’) or
abstract:(‘‘Education’’) or descriptor:(‘‘Education’’)) and
(descriptor:(‘‘Engineering’’) or abstract:(‘‘Engineering’’) or
title:(‘‘Engineering’’)) and (title:(‘‘Undergraduate’’ or ‘‘College’’
or ‘‘First-year’’) or abstract:(‘‘Undergraduate’’ or ‘‘College’’ or
‘‘First-year’’) or descriptor:(‘‘Undergraduate’’ or ‘‘College’’ or
‘‘First-year’’))

‘‘Peer-Reviewed’’ box checked
‘‘Journal Articles’’ criterion
selected

EBSCO: Education Source TI(‘‘Mathematical Modeling’’ or ‘‘Modeling’’ or ‘‘MEA’’ or
‘‘MEAs’’ or ‘‘Model-eliciting activities‘‘ or ‘‘Model-eliciting
activity’’ or ‘‘Model-development’’) and (TI(‘‘Education’’) or
AB(‘‘Education’’) or SU(‘‘Education’’)) and
(AB(‘‘Engineering’’) or TI(‘‘Engineering’’) or
SU(‘‘Engineering’’)) and (TI(‘‘Undergraduate’’ or ‘‘College‘‘ or
‘‘First-year’’) or AB(‘‘Undergraduate’’ or ‘‘College‘‘ or ‘‘First-
year’’) or SU(‘‘Undergraduate’’ or ‘‘College‘‘ or ‘‘First-year’’))

‘‘Scholarly (peer-reviewed)
Journals’’ box checked

Engineering Village:
Compendex

((((((‘‘MathematicalModeling’’ OR ‘‘Modeling’’ OR ‘‘MEA’’ OR
‘‘MEAs’’ OR ‘‘Modeling-eliciting activities’’ OR ‘‘Model-eliciting
activity’’ OR ‘‘Model-development’’) WN TI) AND
((‘‘Engineering’’)WNKY))AND((‘‘Education’’)WNKY))AND
((‘‘Undergraduate’’ OR ‘‘College’’ OR ‘‘First-year’’) WN KY)))

‘‘Journal Articles’’ box checked



(2) Search the title, abstract, and subject for the

keyword ‘‘education.’’

(3) Search the title, abstract, and subject for the

keyword ‘‘engineering.’’

(4) Search the title, abstract, and subject for the

keyword ‘‘undergraduate.’’

The central topic of the paper is mathematical

modeling, and as such, results needed that keyword,
or synonym, in the title to be included in the results.

Given the research questions presented, mathema-

tical modeling must be central to the paper to yield

relevant results. The rest of the keywords were

qualifiers to the central topic, and as such, the title,

abstract, and subject were all searched for mentions

of these keywords. All search strings for all three

selected databaseswereof the same format, using the
same words, with the same logical statements.

In addition to the pure search strings, there were

additional options given by the search engines that

were added. All three databases had an option to

limit the search field to journal articles that was used

for the search. In addition, two of the three data-

bases had an option that limited the search results to

peer-reviewed documents. Engineering Village did
not have an explicit filter for peer-reviewed docu-

ments, as a result, criteria for those papers were

accomplished through the manual inclusion and

exclusion criterion limiting process.

3.4 Inclusion/exclusion criteria

Inclusion and exclusion criteria must be determined
to take the search results and narrow them to only

the articles and materials that were directly related

to the subject of the study [9]. Table 3 lists all such

criteria that were established to carefully select the

articles that would be synthesized for the literature

review. It is important to know that some inclusion

and exclusion criteria were applied using the data-

bases themselves, while others were needing to be

applied manually by the lead author himself.

The inclusion criteria for this study were four-

fold. (1) Studies included were peer-reviewed jour-

nal articles. For this study, grey literature and other

materials were not included as to keep all sources
peer-reviewed and of high quality. (2) The study

must focus on the use of mathematical modeling in

the classroom or educational setting. Papers

focused on computational modeling, which is

often needed to solve higher order mathematical

models, were included unless the process seemed to

not have students or the program strongly use

mathematics. (3) The study must focus on the
learning, teaching, or the effects of use of mathema-

tical modeling. There were results that had amodel-

ing activity or component to them, but it wasmerely

peripheral to the paper, where the research question

investigated had nothing to do with learning or

teaching modeling in an education context itself.

Curricular innovation in modeling methods is

important but falls outside the scope of this
paper. (4) The study must contain elements of

mathematical modeling such as equation modeling,

programming modeling, procedural mathematical

modeling, or model-eliciting activities. There were

many studies in the results that focused onmodeling

other than mathematical modeling (physical mod-

eling, solid modeling, or purely simulation). This is

likely due to the multiple uses of the term ‘‘model’’.
It is not the intent of this paper to imply that these

other modeling activities are not important to the

engineer’s education or of equal importance to

mathematical modeling.

In addition, four exclusion criteria were used to

narrow the search results. (1) The study focused on

another population other than undergraduate engi-

neering or engineering education students. How-
ever, students who had exited high school, were
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Table 3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the search results

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

The study is a peer reviewed journal article. The study focused on another population other than
undergraduate engineering or engineering education students
(includes summer bridge). This would exclude other STEM
disciplines such as computer science, technology, or strictly
mathematics.

The studymust be on the use ofmathematicalmodeling techniques
in the classroom or educational settings.

The study only focuses on the development of newmodeling tools,
techniques, or laboratories for specific/disciplinary problems
without studentsdata/feedbackordoesnot draw significantly from
educational theories/literature.

The studymust focus on the learning, teaching, or the effects of use
of mathematical modeling.

The study focused solely on physicalmodeling, solid/3Dmodeling,
or other types of modeling.

The studymust contain elementsofmathematicalmodeling suchas
equation modeling, computational modeling, or model-eliciting
activities.

The study’s main focus is on student learning through another
topic (such as distance learning or a flipped classroom), where
modeling is a minor component to the exercise.



going into an undergraduate engineering or engi-

neering education program, and were participating

in a summer bridge program were considered as in

scope for this process. If the primary focus of the

paper was not one of these two populations it was

excluded. If papers equally focused on another
population (such as graduate engineering students,

or high schoolmathematics) and engineering under-

graduate students it was included. Computer

science/software engineering, engineering technol-

ogy, and information systems students were

excluded. If the authors were not reasonably clear

on what students were undergoing an intervention

or for who it was intended, it was excluded. (2) The
study only focused on the development of new

modeling tools/techniques/laboratories for specific

or disciplinary problems without students data/

feedback or did not draw significantly from educa-

tional literature. Some resultswere articles thatwere

solely on a new modeling technique, without impli-

cations for the new method’s implementation,

learning, assessment, or teaching. If a discipline/
topic specific novelmethod or tool was introduced it

was excluded unless it had specific data around the

incorporation of the exercise. However others like

Diefes-Dux, Bowman, Zawojewski, and Hjalmar-

son [12] were included as they gave a general

mathematical modeling method (MEA) and its

connections to broader models and modeling edu-

cational theory/literature by proposing a frame-
work, even though they had no student data or

feedback in the paper. (3) The study focused on

physical modeling or solid modeling. Studies that

focused on types of modeling such as surface mod-

eling, geometric/3D modeling, relational modeling,

functional modeling, and software systemmodeling

were excluded. Techniques such as building infor-

mation modeling commonly used by construction

engineering and management disciplines were

excluded. (4) The study’s focus is on student learn-

ing through another topic, where modeling is a

minor component to the exercise (such as distance

learning). Given that mathematical modeling is the

main interest of the research questions, the articles
should focus on mathematical modeling as the

vehicle of learning for this exercise.

Initially, there were 97 results from all three

search engines. However, once duplicates were

removed from the paper set, 86 individual papers

were the result. These 86 papers are referred to by

the authors as the initial set. These papers were then

subject to the series of inclusion and exclusion
criteria stated above. Initially, the titles and

abstracts of papers were read with the inclusion

and exclusion criteria applied. After this process,

the paper set had dwindled down to 56 results. In the

56 results however, there were multiple papers that

could not be determined to fit the listed inclusion

and exclusion criteria from the abstract alone. From

there, the introduction and discussion/conclusion of
each paper were read with the inclusion and exclu-

sion criteria applied to make the final paper set,

which included 27 studies. These 27 papers are

referred to by the authors as the final set. These 27

papers were then read for ideas that related to each

of the guiding research questions for the study, with

the ideas being organized into themes. In addition,

key characteristics of each of the papers such as the
methodology used, engineering discipline addres-

sing, the setting of the research, and the data sources

for each of the papers were identified.

4. Results

Each of the papers in the final paper set are listed in

Table 4, 5, 6, and 7. For each of the papers in the set,
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Table 4. Studies involving the most common individual discipline, electrical and computer engineering

Paper Description Discipline Course

[13] Two cases of a design intervention using modeling to teach
concepts around electric circuits are investigated in order to
understand the effects that different representations have on
conceptual understanding.

Electrical and
Computer
Engineering

Linear Circuits
Analysis course

[14] This study presents a graphical user interface that allows students
to choose between various mathematical models and how this
program impacts student self-reported ability and feedback.

Electrical and
Electronics
Engineering

A control theory
and control
laboratory course

[15] This study presents a modeling and simulation intervention of
power electronics systems used in an electrical engineering
curriculum.

Electrical
Engineering

Industrial
Electronics
Laboratory course

[16] This study presents an intervention that allows instructors to
approach average modeling of switch-mode power systems with
modeling and simulation.

Electrical
Engineering

Industrial
Electronics
Laboratory Course

[17] This study looks at how neuromorphic systems can be modeled,
and how a training course regarding these models can impact
students’ modeling and simulation skills.

Electrical and
Electronics
Engineering

Electronic Circuit
Hardware and Test
Techniques course
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Table 5. Studies involving individual disciplines other than electrical engineering

Paper Description Discipline Course

[18] Using classroomobservations, interview data, classroom artifacts,
and survey data, this study qualitatively looked at how students
approached and modeled problems related to grain growth in a
sophomore level materials science course.

Material science/
material science
engineering

Microstructural
Dynamics course

[19] This study uses naturalistic inquiry with the theoretical framework
of the Lesh translation model to understand how students move
between different representations during a model-eliciting activity
in an undergraduate engineering setting.

Chemical
engineering

Heat transfer course

[20] This study presented computational modeling modules to be
incorporated into various levels of undergraduate engineering
coursework in order to look at student learning through the
experience

Mechanical
engineering

Process and system
dynamics,
mechatronics,
automatic controls

[21] This study presents an overview of a computational modeling and
simulation course used to teach students computational methods
to solve differential equations and transport phenomena.

Nanotechnology
engineering

Micro and nano
systems computer-
aided design

[22] This study presents a modeling intervention for modeling
distillation columns.

Chemical
engineering

Optimization of
Chemical Processes
course

[23] This paper presents a mathematical modeling lab within an online
course. Students are given both data files as well as a programmed
GUI that allows students to look at multiple different
mathematical models to compare to the given data.

Chemical
Engineering

Chemical
Engineering
materials course.

Table 6. Studies involving interdisciplinary or multiple engineering disciplines

Paper Description Discipline Course

[24]
This study investigates how computer modeling is integrated into
both undergraduate and graduate geoscience curriculum.

Various majors
including civil/
environmental
engineering as well
as geoscience

N/A

[25]
This study uses a survey of academic and industry professionals to
creating a learning progression for modeling and simulation to be
used in the engineering classroom.

Various academic
and industry
engineering
disciplines.

N/A

[26] A typology of different validating activities during a series of
modeling exercises is developed through task-based think aloud
interviews.

Various engineering
majors.

Activity outside of a
course

[27] This study investigates, throughamultiple case studyanalysis, how
faculty members instructional beliefs change as a result of
implementing model-eliciting activities into their classrooms.

Mechanical,
biomedical,
industrial, and
chemical
engineering.

N/A

[28] This survey study reports on beliefs of engineering and science
industry and academic professional on needed skills in industry,
desired computational tools, and challenges to implementation
into the engineering classroom.

Various industry
engineers and
academic
engineering and
science disciplines.

N/A

[29] The research utilized task-based interviews in order to understand
how students transitioned between different modeling activities
through modeling-transition-diagrams.

Varying engineering
majors:
environmental
engineering,
electrical and
computer
engineering,
mechanical
engineering, and
general engineering.

Activity outside of a
course

[30] This theory paper proposed model-eliciting activities as a link
between mathematics and engineering education research.

Various engineering
majors and
programs.

N/A



a brief description of the study is given along with

the population it addresses (discipline and setting).

The Tables are broken up by field for ease of read-

ability. Table 4 overviews studies within electrical

and computer engineering, which was the most

common individual discipline in the dataset. Table

5 looks at other papers that focused in on singular

disciplines. Table 6 overviews studies that looked at
a multidisciplinary audience. Finally, Table 7 over-

views studies that looked at general or first-year

engineering contexts.

The papers were read and ideas were broken into

three categories mapping to each of the research

questions; what strategies students take when doing

mathematical modeling activities, instructional

implementation methods in terms of student learn-
ing, and instructor assessment of mathematical

modeling and modeling activities. From these

three different categories; student approach,

instructional implementation, and instructor

assessment, major themes were grouped together.

These themes from each of the categories are

summarized in Table 8.

4.1 Student strategies to mathematical modeling

The first category from the literature discusses the
differentways that students approachmathematical

modeling exercises in engineering contexts. Three

themes emerged from this category: (1) student

approach is either mathematical, contextual, or

both, (2) student approach to mathematical model-

ing is diverse and nonlinear, and (3) student

approach to modeling involves simplifications.

(1) Student strategies are either mathematical, con-

textual, or both.Many modeling activities focus on

the underlying mathematical structure [31]. Some

students preferred approaching the problem from

how it was situated in mathematical theory, while

others preferred to look at the modeling activity

from the contextual theory that surrounded the
problem [31]. In rare cases, students were able to

connect both situational viewpoints, although this

tended to be the most difficult approach given the

need for deep understanding of both and the con-

nections required to truly understand both. With-

out this deep understanding students typically
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Table 7. Studies involving general engineering or first-year engineering

Paper Description Discipline Course

[31] This study analyzed classroom artifacts using a qualitative coding
strategy with a theoretical framework of model-development
sequences to investigate students entering their university
engineering studies.

General engineering Summer bridge
program

[32] A finite element modeling method is presented that uses both
computational modeling as well as experimental results and is
useful in early undergraduate coursework.

First-year
engineering

Multidisciplinary
engineering project
course

[33] This study analyzes, through a qualitative coding scheme of
instructor feedback, how feedback should be given to students in
order to improve student models and confidence with their models
during a model-eliciting activity.

First-year
engineering

Introductory
engineering course
on problem solving,
design, and
computer tools.

[34] An example of a model-development sequence, an extension of the
model-eliciting activity, is presented in relevant engineering
education context and is connected to broader learning theories.

First-year
engineering

Introductory course
to problem solving
and computer tools.

[8] A developed framework is presented in which instructor feedback
on modeling problems and activities can be analyzed. A specific
case of the frameworks use is demonstrated.

First-year
engineering

Introductory
problem solving and
computer tools
course

[35] This study investigated the effects of a modeling-based
mathematics course on the performance of summer bridge
program participants in their first undergraduate mathematics
course.

General engineering Summer bridge
mathematics course

[36] This study compares student performance on traditional
mathematics assessments with performance on complex
mathematical modeling activities.

First-year
engineering

Ideas to innovations
course

[12] A framework of how to introduce a model-eliciting activity into a
course and the principles necessary to design a model-eliciting
activity are overviewed.

First-year
engineering

Problem solving and
computer tools
course

[37] This study overviews a designed educational intervention using
model-based approaches. The intervention’s effects on student
interpretation of changing rate problems is examined.

General engineering Summer bridge
mathematics course



would begin to conflate physical concepts with

abstract ideas [31]. Yet, research reported that

students felt that modeling and simulation activities

contributed to both mathematical and scientific/
disciplinary knowledge gains as well as performed

better on class assessments [17, 23].

Additionally, students struggled to align lan-

guage around the physical context of the problem

with the corresponding mathematical language

[37]. This constant movement of thought during

the modeling process, pairing up the physical real-

life context of the model with the mathematical
symbols and equations, was also reflected in a

study done by Moore et al. [19] looking at the

representational fluency of Chemical Engineering

students on a modeling task. Students who were

able to move more easily through multiple repre-

sentations of the phenomena being modeled, were

able to develop a deeper conceptual understanding

of the material being taught [19]. Likewise, Ortega-
Alverez et al. [13] found that working with multiple

representations of information when modeling

built conceptual understanding within an electrical

circuits context. Modeling transition diagrams

have been shown as a useful tool for instructors

to map out how their students are moving through

these multiple representations [29]. Through the

investigation of the modeling process with model-
ing transition diagrams, it has been shown that we

may be able to better map where students are

moving throughout the modeling process and

how they are thinking through the modeling pro-

blem [29].

When discussing student ‘‘Liz’’, Blikstein and

Wilensky [18, p. 102] showed that students were

able to understand complex mathematical concepts
from interpretation of their physical understanding

and meaning. This interplay was seen even more

when Czocher [26] showed that students change

their modeling assumptions and variables when

they did not agree with the output of their model,

adjusting their own real-world interpretation of the

model to make it more usable to their mathematical

analysis. Thus students look at these problems

through both the lens of mathematics and their

own understanding of the real-world, and both
mayneed adjusting during amathematicalmodeling

activity. However, Czocher [26] found no evidence

that studentswere switching betweenpure realworld

thinking andmathematical thinking, but rather, that

students were constantly using both during model-

ing activities.

(2) Student strategies to mathematical modeling are

diverse and nonlinear. This means that there may not

be one expected or preferred method to solving

mathematical modeling problems. Although many

have attempted to outline a linear modeling process,

Czocher [29] asserted that ‘‘instead of being uni-

versal, individuals’ modeling routes are idiosyn-

cratic’’ (p. 78). This could in part, be due to the

fact that students often do not adequately plan or
strategize for the modeling process prior to building

themodel [13]. Further, the individualistic approach

taken by each student may be attributed to ‘‘indivi-

dual mathematical thinking styles’’ that ‘‘impact the

choices students make during mathematical model-

ing’’ [29, p. 81]. These individual paths had to

intersect with six different steps in the modeling

process in order for the student to have a successful
solution; ‘‘understanding the problem’’, ‘‘simplify-

ing/structuring’’, ‘‘mathematizing’’, ‘‘working

mathematically’’, ‘‘interpreting’’, and ‘‘validating’’

[29, p. 88]. This was seen in the vastly different

modeling approaches taken by students in Blikstein

and Wilensky’s [18] study examining different

student pathways in an atomic and molecular com-

putational modeling assignment. Modeling path-
ways to solution are as diverse as the students

solving them.

Not only is each path individual, but also cyclical

in nature and not progressing forward at all points

[29]. For example, validation is often a useful step at

the end of the modeling process. However, students
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Table 8. List of themes mapping to each of the study categories derived from the research questions

Category Theme

Student strategies to
mathematical modeling

Student strategies are either mathematical, contextual, or both.
Student strategies to mathematical modeling are diverse and nonlinear.
Student strategies to modeling involve simplifications.

Instructional implementations in
engineering coursework

Mathematical modeling activities should be situated in real-world context.
Implementation can be both extension and creation.
Background knowledge must be adequate.
Modeling activities should be implemented in modules.
Modeling activities should include adequately difficult concepts.
Modeling activities should be implemented as team exercises.

Assessment of modeling
problems

Assessing modeling problems should include solution and process.
Feedback type is variable and impactful.
Math and mathematical modeling require different assessments.



may engage this process ‘‘early and often’’ through-

out their solution of modeling problems [29, p. 95].

The occurrence of validation of the model often

does not mark the end of the modeling cycle, and

was used as a continuous monitoring activity by the

student [26]. This means that students are con-
stantly moving through various stages of the mod-

eling process throughout the entire modeling cycle,

creating a nonlinear process.

The cyclical nature of continuous improvement

during the modeling process can be understood as

the self-assessment principle, where modeling pro-

blems need to be set up so that students can

evaluate their progress [12]. As students cyclically
improve their models, they pass through multiple

representations of the modeling information, non-

linearly going between the representations and

potentially increasing conceptual understanding

[19]. Hamilton et al. [30], when reporting on the

findings from the modeling literature indicated that

the final solution of the model is better due to its

nonlinearity too because when students ‘‘iteratively
develop, express, and test models in a solving

scenario, they produce new approaches and cogni-

tive structures that are often far more sophisticated

than what might be taught in a classroom’’ [30, p.

11].

(3) Student strategies to modeling involve simplifica-

tions. Whether correct or incorrect, students make
many simplifications during themathematical mod-

eling process [18, 29]. One example would be stu-

dents trying to simplify the problem too much or

take fewer steps creating solutions that are unstable

or will not converge [22]. Through the modeling

process, if the output of the model does not match

how the student expects it to be, students may

simply add mathematical structures (such as a
negative sign if the output is negative of the expected

value) in order to match the output with the

expected result [13]. Thus rather than wading back

through the complexmathematicalmodel, theymay

simply opt for the path of least resistance, regardless

of correctness of the change.

However, it should be noted that simplifications

are not all bad or born out of misunderstandings of
the situation. Czocher [29] wrote that simplification

was seen in students when ‘‘the individual fre-

quently considered the real-world context of the

task’’ [29, p. 94].Much like professional engineering

work, simplifications can be born out of assump-

tions used to make the model an easier approxima-

tion of the realistic task at hand. Heuristics, often

referred to as ‘‘rules of thumb’’, are useful for
thinking about a problem in context but can lead

to inaccuracies in themodel if the limitations are not

understood fully [18].

4.2 Instructional implementation in engineering

coursework

The second category from the literature resulted in

different ways that mathematical modeling was

implemented into the engineering curricula in

order to better promote student learning. The

themes from this category speak to how to structure

pedagogy effectively. The six themes that emerged in
this category are: (1) mathematical modeling activ-

ities should be situated in real-world context, (2)

implementation can be both extension and creation,

(3) background knowledge of the student must be

adequate, (4) modeling activities should be imple-

mented in modules, (5) modeling activities should

include sufficiently difficult concepts, and (6) mod-

eling activities should be implemented as team
exercises.

(1) Mathematical modeling activities should be situ-

ated in real-world context.One such common type of

modeling activity is the model-eliciting activity

(MEA) that has been shown to be useful in engi-

neering context, by connecting simple modeling

tasks to real-world engineering problems [30, 33,

35]. Situating these modeling problems in realistic

contexts can be referred to as the reality principle
[12]. This realistic context benefits even more if the

situation has personal meaning to the students

performing the activity [34]. Modeling problems

benefit from going as far as creating fictional

stakeholders in the solution of the given problem

[34]. Modeling activities pair well with a problem

based learning approach through both reasoning

and personal reflection, allowing students to learn
through self-construction of their own knowledge

[17]. Thus, pairing this with real-world context gives

students an even better context to construct their

knowledge from previous experiences.

MEAs can be further improved and implemented

into the classroom by branching them into model

exploration activities and model application/adap-

tation activities, which have the students extend
their created models to more contexts, as well as

deliver potential deeper understanding of the math-

ematical concepts underlying the model [31, 34].

Regardlesswhether anMEAornot, amathematical

modeling activity, in theory, ‘‘renders a real-world

problem as a mathematically well-posed problem

conducive to mathematical analysis’’ [29, p. 78]. By

doing modeling activities in real-world contexts,
students can learn science during modeling as

opposed to learning the science prior to modeling,

which may be better for student learning in both

regards [18].

(2) Implementation can be both extension and crea-

tion. Prior to this, all results have been around
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model creation. When modeling activities are dis-

cussed, many jump to thinking of model creation,

although the extension of existing models is an

important engineering skill as well [28]. For exam-

ple, Czocher [29] showed that success in the process

ofmodeling, and the finalmodel submitted,maynot
be closely linked. Thiswould indicate that obtaining

an acceptable solution and understanding of the

physical process are two separate entities. Thus,

extension of the model requires an understanding

of the process and may be just as critical depending

on the goal of the overall problem. Such situations,

as pointed out by Magana and Coutinho [28], may

reflect genuine engineering practice in that engineers
‘‘use computation by applying or modifying exist-

ing numerical tools’’ [28, p. 64]. This concept of

model extension being important also shows up as

the generalizability principle, where a necessary

aspect of the modeling solution is that it is useful

to other scenarios [12]. This is also the basis for

model application activities which require students

to extend their own created models to other sig-
nificant problems [31].

Hence, extension of themodelmay not only be as

important as model creation, but more important

for the student’s skillset as it relates to professional

engineering practice. When looking at the full mod-

eling cycle,Magana [25]wrote that the fullmodeling

learning progression not only includes building the

model, but also using, evaluating, and revising the
model. Additionally, faculty believe that building

may not be all of it, but that in many cases building

the model is of little concern early in undergraduate

engineering education as compared to choosing

correct modeling methods, assumptions, and

boundary conditions [25]. Additionally, just the

use of models may create motivation in students

to want to build models [14].

(3) Background knowledge must be adequate.

Although itmay seem trivial, students often struggle

with materials that are less familiar to them. For

example, Arleback and Doerr [37] mentioned

motion and light being conceptually easier during

modeling activities than less familiar concepts such

as light intensity and voltage drop. This may cause
one of the biggest struggles of modeling activity

implementation which is getting students to find

their own errors and to appropriately validate their

model [29].When the student is less familiar with the

sourcematerial, this validation processmay become

more difficult.

This background knowledge that is needed is not

static. The more complex a model gets, the more
background knowledge is needed. Abramovitz [15]

mentions that themore complex or realistic a system

gets, the more prerequisite knowledge is needed for

the modeling activity. One instructor in the study

conducted by Magana [25] said that students con-

structingmathematical models ‘‘would only work if

they have the technical knowledge required’’ [25, p.

7]. The instructor went on to say that more complex

mathematical modeling should only be expected of
junior/senior level students.

Additionally, when mathematical modeling

moves into computationalmodeling, the knowledge

required becomes even more complex with the

additional of programming. Furat [14] used a pre-

programmed graphical user interface (GUI) for

their modeling activities instead of command-line

programming because the GUI allowed for their
students to focus on the objectives of the modeling

activity. Campbell, Overeem, and Berlin [24] wrote

that introductory courses may need GUI driven

computational models so that modeling activities

can account for different levels of programming

ability. Thus what the activity looks like should be

weighed against both the disciplinary knowledge as

well as the programming knowledge of the students.

(4) Modeling activities should be implemented in

modules. Many of the papers in the data set used

modeling as a sort of module to come alongside an

existing class or laboratory. For example, Abramo-

vitz [15, 16] used the modeling activities within an

existing laboratory course. Pairing modeling exer-

cises with existing laboratories in module allows for
students to compare their theoretical results with

real-world results [16]. These modules should allow

time up front to the activity for students to digest

material so that all members of a solution team can

contribute to the solution [34].When comparing the

use of a finite-elementmodeling activity in amodule

form as opposed to a typical experimental lab

exercise, Ural [32] reported a higher level of self-
reported intellectual stimulation and development

of knowledge by the students through the mathe-

matical modeling activity. In addition, allowing the

students to choose what project they worked onwas

seen in the data set [18].

These modeling activities may be most effectively

implemented in the form of ‘‘spiral curriculum’’,

where mathematical modeling activities and pro-
jects are implemented into labs and coursework that

span across a student’s degree program [28]. In

addition, scaffolding the projects so that students

are exposed to multiple modeling program types

and projects allow for a more well-rounded student

at the end of the degree program [28]. Spiral

curriculum and scaffolding allow for the projects

to fit into existing coursework, of which students
and instructors benefit, as projects become more

relevant, easier to incorporate into the classroom,

and avoids the creation of a new class altogether [20,
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28]. This is important in that modeling currently is

applicable and relevant to courses within university

contexts that it is currently not in [24]. It should be

noted that of all hurdles to inclusion of these

activities in class, the most prevalent reason for

their exclusion is limited class time and a bloated
engineering curriculum; specifically because model-

ing activities can take multiple hours of class time if

done within class [20, 28]. This movement from

traditional lecture format has also been shown to

change faculty members towards more student-

centered beliefs in the classroom [27]. A more

student-centered approach with modeling activities

creates a desire within instructors to have students
‘‘take more responsibility for and to advance their

own learning’’ [27, p. 293].

(5) Modeling activities should include adequately

difficult concepts. As seen previously, students

must make simplifications during the modeling

process. However, instructors must include both

enough difficulty and simplicity for the modeling
problem to be solved. Computational modeling

works well in subjects that are complex, such as

multiphysics problems where numerical solution is

required; this gives students the ability to solve

problems without having to make assumptions

that limit the models likeness to the real world

[21].When including difficult material, modeling

activities may provide instructors the ability to be
able to identify the common misconceptions that

students have in the given subject [27]. An addi-

tional benefit of adding modeling activities in later

years of undergraduate coursework is the necessity

of using the computer during the process. Adding

computational aspects to the mathematical model-

ing activity, which is common in upper division

engineering courses such as transport phenomena,
can open students eyes to the use of computational

modeling through numerical methods in future

applications [21].

Although difficulty of the concept is necessary for

themodeling activity, amodeling activity that is too

difficult for the students may require simplifications

by the instructor in order to avoid a model that is

impossible for the student to evaluate against real-
world conditions [12]. This need for simplification is

especially true in early engineering classes where

‘‘student often have very little experience with

engineering and some of the tools of engineering’’

[34, p. 65]. Caution must be given when adding

simplifications to the problem. If a modeling pro-

blem is conceptually too difficult, studentsmay have

trouble questioning assumptions or procedures of
the model, however it must be complex enough to

feel like a real-world engineering problem to the

students [12, 34]. A balance of these two is necessary

to create the cyclical learning that leads to increased

student learning through the self-assessment prin-

ciple [12].

(6) Modeling activities should be implemented as

team exercises. Many times, modeling activities
involve difficult subjects. Many of the studies used

teams rather than individual assignments, with a

few examples being [19, 34, 36, 37]. Teaming can be

a useful approach to implemented modeling activ-

ities, and benefits are seen in the multiple perspec-

tives that are brought to the table through having

multiple students work on the problem together.

Each teammember may think about the problem in
a different light increasing representational fluency

and solution progress [19]. This multiplicity of

perspective keeps students from being stuck on a

part of the problem for too long and Moore et al.

[19] showed that ‘‘the multiple interacting perspec-

tives of teams during model development led to

increased use of representations and representa-

tional fluency’’ [19, p. 167]. That is to say, that
studentswere able to cognitivelymovemore quickly

throughout the problem space when multiple per-

spectives were involved in the problem-solving pro-

cess. Additionally, when students operate as a team

they bring multiple different skill sets which allows

them to solve very complex and realistic problems

[12].

4.3 Assessment of modeling problems

The third category found from the literature were

topics dealing with the assessment of modeling

problems. This was the least prevalent of the three

categories. Three themes emerged from the litera-

ture relating to this category: (1) assessing modeling

problems should include both the solution and the
process, (2) feedback type is variable and impactful,

and (3) traditional math and mathematical model-

ing require different assessments.

(1) Assessing modeling problems should include

solution and process. Czocher [29] maked this argu-

ment by showing that the path students take in

solving the modeling problem is highly diverse
through the use of modeling transition diagrams,

and that there is no one correct process to solve a

modeling problem. The need for this as the primary

goal is also reflected in the second highest desired

quality of students on modeling and simulation

activities from both academics and industry profes-

sionals being students able to ‘‘Choose an appro-

priate modeling approach or method for a given
problem or situation’’ [28, p. 67]. This would be an

indication of better understanding of the process as

opposed to an absolute solution to the modeling

problem. In addition, Moore et al. [27] showed that
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when used in the classroom, modeling activities

changed instructors ‘‘use of formative assessment

more than summative assessment’’ [27, p. 295]. This

shows that modeling activities require different

assessment methods and the different methods

instructors deem required emphasize formative
assessment.

(2) Feedback type is variable and impactful. Jung et

al [33] showed that positive feedback, as opposed to

negative feedback, increased performance on mod-

eling assignments and modeling activities. In addi-

tion, redundancy in the feedback has been shown to

decrease student improvement on future assess-
ments of the model [33]. Instructor feedback was

shown to be variable based on perceived quality of

the student solutions [8]. In addition, feedback

varied greatly with the specific criteria or portion

of the problem that was being assessed [8]. For

example, one hypothesis among the studies was

that instructors made more ‘‘open suggestions or

askmore questions’’ when a high level of interpreta-
tionwas requiredwhen giving the students feedback

[8, p. 399].

(3) Math and mathematical modeling require differ-

ent assessments. Kartal et al. [36] showed that

performance on mathematical modeling assign-

ments does not line up with traditional mathema-

tical performance, potentially pointing to a need for
new assessments for mathematical modeling activ-

ities. This aligned with Hamilton et al. [30] who

discussed that the broader research literature has

shown that ‘‘students who traditionally underper-

formed inmore traditionalmathematics curriculum

settings were very successful performers in team

modeling sessions’’ [30, p. 11]. Although, the two

types of problems may require different types of
assessments, Doerr et al. [35] found that engineering

students who participate in mathematical modeling

activities during a bridge program did significantly

better in their first collegiate math experience. This

implies that the skillsets are related even though

they are testing different skills. However, because

they are distinct, one consequence is that students

who may have succeeded in engineering or more
broadly STEM, may not be pushed towards STEM

due to their performance on standardized mathe-

matics tests when those may actually be a poor

indicator [36].

5. Discussion and Implications for
Teaching and Learning

Multiple themes within each of the categories were

found within the results of the review and an over-

viewof implications of the results are discussedhere.

Themost common population addressed in the final

data set was first-year or introductory engineering

coursework. Instructor implementation was the

highest discussed theme throughout the papers.

The high prevalence of instructor implementation

is likely the result of traditional engineering
researchers, who do research in their own classroom

through the scholarship of teaching and learning,

seeming to typically focus on instructional methods

and student satisfaction rather than assessment of

the problem or student approach. Many of the

papers that were excluded from the study were

papers around the scholarship of teaching and

learning presenting specific modeling activities in
specific contexts without data on student learning.

This is in linewith other education literature reviews

which have found that rather than student learning,

student perceptions and motivation is often

reported at a higher rate [38]. This discussion is

broken down by research questions, followed by

ideas from each of the themes and how they connect

to form a holistic picture of modeling in the engi-
neering classroom.

5.1 What strategies do students take when solving

mathematical modeling problems?

Students may use mathematical, contextual, or a

combination of strategies to mathematical model-

ing problems (theme one). Modeling problems
create a situation where the physical world meets

mathematical knowledge, and that intersection can

be difficult for students to traverse. Because of this,

students typically use strategies that involve simpli-

fications of the problem statement and forthcoming

solution (theme three). This is beneficial, but can

lead to pitfalls if not done carefully. Above all,

students use a vast and diverse set of strategies to
modeling problems, in part because it is not a linear

process (theme two). Rather, a cyclical process that

allows a continuous improvement mindset that

improves student learning of the conceptual mate-

rial by allowing them to work through their own

conceptual misunderstandings.

These themes are consistent with literature exter-

nal to this review. For example, research has shown
that even professional engineers can find it difficult

to reconcile the physical reality with the limitations

of a modeled solution, and thus can struggle with

what simplifying assumptions they need to make as

they go through the modeling process [2]. In addi-

tion, when looking at how students moved through

a modeling problem, Galbraith and Stillman [39]

characterized a modeling process that was anything
but linear, but rather amessy process where steps of

the process are being moved between and iterated

upon. However, this nonlinear process can lead to

additional inquiry in the student which can sustain
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interest in the student as well as the student learning

within a broader problem solving process [10]. Lesh

and Harel [40] asserted that students who were able

to make sense between the mathematical and phy-

sical representations of information through this

iterative modeling process ultimately were are able
to comprehend much more elaborate mathematical

constructs than they would have through tradi-

tional lecture/textbook formats. However, previous

research has reported that mathematical modeling

is very difficult for students as compared to other

types of modeling because of how mathematics is

traditionally taught in the classroom [41] or that

mathematical modeling is often not thought of by
students as a powerful tool when engaged in design

[42].

5.2 How can mathematical modeling activities be

structured to promote learning in the undergraduate

engineering classroom?

As opposed to traditional lecture type activities,
mathematical modeling activities allow for instruc-

tors to introduce real-world concepts and meaning

to the work to the students are doing (theme one).

By doing so, students can connect to issues theymay

face in the future but also have a personal connec-

tion to the material they are learning. The modeling

activities can be implemented in modules that span

topical boundaries in engineering with difficult
concepts such as multiphysics problems or electri-

city and magnetism (theme four, theme five). How-

ever, simplifications may be necessary by the

instructor, or provide additional background

knowledge to students, if content is too difficult

(theme three).

In addition,mathematicalmodeling activities can

be used to teach students how to extend and adapt
existing models (theme two). This extension and

adaptation allows them to overcome common mis-

conceptions regarding difficult subject matter by

giving the students the opportunity to refine their

own models or critically evaluate the models of

others. Other workplace skills, such as teaming,

are not only easily applied to modeling activities,

but may increase learning outcomes (theme three).
In previous research, it has been shown that

introducing computational modeling activities in

the form of modules allows for learning of both

the process of computational modeling but also the

discipline specific information as well [43–45].

Research has shown that mathematical modeling

in instructional units in a science course increased

student understanding more than during instruc-
tional units where mathematical modeling was

absent [46]. However there is a cost, a bloated

engineering curriculum means likely a few topics

that would need cut from the curriculum with the

incorporation of mathematical modeling broadly

into the engineering classroom as ‘‘curriculum will

need to provide ample time for students to discuss,

conjecture and validate, while spending less time on

drill and practice, memorization, and lecturing’’

[10]. That is to say, mathematical modeling activ-
ities do take more time than a traditional lecture

format might.

The need for simplifications from the instructor

make sense in that even in the professional world

engineersmustmake simplifying assumptions to the

underlying modeled phenomenon, and these

assumptions come from the background knowledge

and experience the engineer has [2]. In addition to
disciplinary background knowledge, if the mathe-

matical modeling problem is using computation,

insufficient background knowledge in computing

can interfere with the learning gains of the student

[47]. Because of this, a spiral curriculumwhere these

skills are revisited and integrated together into

discipline specific context is likely the best approach

[28]. However, no studies in this review of the
literature investigated the systematic implementa-

tion ofmodeling activities across an entire engineer-

ing curriculum.

5.3 What techniques do instructors have for

assessing the work from these open-ended modeling

problems?

Assessments of modeling problems should include

both the solution and process to the problem

because of the diverse nature of the resulting solu-

tions (theme 1). This sets traditional math problem

assessment apart from mathematical modeling

assessments (theme 3). Through thesemathematical

modeling activities, feedback should be given to the
students and the format of that feedback can look

variable (theme 2).What that feedback looks like to

students can be very impactful in their ability to

improve their own work. Because modeling activ-

ities are cyclical, positive and non-redundant feed-

back on modeling problems can spur students to

overcome their misunderstandings, whereas nega-

tive or redundant feedback can discourage students
from continuing to try and improve their solution.

The research on assessment seemed to be the

scarcest of the three questions. This may be because

many of the studies focused on self-reported student

perceptions rather than student learning. This

remains a large opportunity for further research.

One of the biggest struggles is that with open-ended

problems such as modeling problems, the grading
seemingly can become more subjective and labor

intensive if class size is large [4]. Continued research

is needed to understand how best to assess solutions

to open-ended modeling problems.
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6. Limitations

Additional literature outside of peer-reviewed jour-

nal articles was not considered for the review.

Documents such as textbooks, grey literature, and

conference paperswere consequently excluded from

the final set. The authors acknowledge the impor-

tance of this literature, and the fact that its exclusion
may leave some ideas and voices that would other-

wise contribute to this work left unheard. In addi-

tion, there were decisions made in the searching

process that could have had a limiting factor if

researchers used did not have descriptive titles or

abstracts. This study limited the research relating to

engineering undergraduates, however, mathemati-

cal modeling activities do not exist exclusively to
this population.Understanding howmodeling exer-

cises are used in other disciplines as well as other age

groups may give new insights into the entirety of

their utility. Another limitation was the authors

needing to interpret the level of which certain

computer software packages allowed students to

truly mathematically model the process, or if simu-

lation was the main driver of the activity. For
example, some papers using PSPICE and SIMU-

LINKwere included, whereas papers using building

information modeling were excluded.

In addition, much of the research focused on

class-specific interventions or a general discussion

of the implementation in single classrooms.

Although this is needed information, this review

illuminated little research on systematic implemen-
tation of modeling activities or what the results are

when these modeling activities are added to curri-

culum department-wide. A deeper knowledge of

this may very well improve our understanding of

the totality of the impact that these methods may

have, but in addition, help us to understand how the

development of these skills contributes to the engi-

neering workforce.

7. Conclusion

The described review of the literature aimed to

answer three research questions; (1)What strategies
do students use when solving mathematical model-

ing problems? (2) How can mathematical modeling

activities be structured to promote learning in the

undergraduate engineering classroom? and (3)

What techniques do instructors have for assessing

the work from these open-ended modeling pro-

blems?

The findings indicate that there is more research
to be done, specifically in assessment of mathema-

tical modeling problems. Further, these findings

were more prevalent in general engineering or

early engineering as opposed to upper division

engineering classrooms. While implementation of

the modeling problems and student strategies

seemed to form a clear picture through the research

of what these activities should look like, assessment
strategies were scarce in the results. The research

illuminated feedback strategies. However, little

research showed and discussed assessment strate-

gies and impact on instructors and students of new

and novel assessment strategies.
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